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Abstract - As people begin to notice mixed reality, various studies on usability in mixed reality(MR) have been conducted. User 

interface(UI) is one of the representative factors that affect usability in MR. In conventional platforms such as mobile devices and 

personal computers, various studies have been conducted on providing adaptive UI, and recently, such studies are also conducted 

in MR environments. 

In adaptive UI, color is one of the factors that can be provided adaptively. These UI color is a main factor that can affect usability 

for an application. Conventional studies on UI color mainly focused on effect of color or provision of personalized color. 

However, studies analyzing the effect of UI color in consideration of the characteristics of MR that can have various environments 

are insufficient. 

Therefore, in this paper, we study the usability based on color difference between UI and MR environment. For this, experiments 

using similar color UI and complementary one were conducted and the results were analyzed quantitatively as well as 

qualitatively. As a result of the experiment, shorter total task time(p=0.042) and shorter object searching time(p=0.005) were 

achieved in complementary color UI than the one in similar color UI.   

Index Terms - Mixed Reality, User Interface, Color, Usability. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, attempts to convert conventional face-to-face activities to non-face-to-face activities are increasing because various 

face-to-face activities have been reduced or suspended due to COVID-19 [1-3]. However, non-face-to-face activities inevitably 

provide a relatively low sense of immersion compared to face-to-face activities, and it became the limitation of non-face-to-face 

activities [4-6]. To overcome this, research to apply mixed reality(MR) to non-face-to-face activities has recently been conducted 

[7, 8]. 

One of the representative factors that can affect the usability in mixed reality is the user interface(UI) [9-11]. In conventional 

platforms such as mobile devices and PCs, research has been conducted to adaptively provide UI to improve usability [12-15], and 

recently, research like this has also been conducted in MR [16-18]. 

In adaptive UI, color is one of the factors that can be provided adaptively. UI color is one of the main factors that can affect the 

usability for application [19-21]. However, conventional studies on UI color mainly focused on effect of color or provision of 

personalized color and studies analyzing the effect of UI color in consideration of the characteristics of MR that can have various 

environment are insufficient. 

In this paper, we analyze usability based on color difference between UI and MR environment. To analyze usability, the following 

steps were performed: 1) experiment conduct, 2) experimental result analysis. First, in experiment conduct step, the subjects 

conduct the experiment under two different color difference conditions. Second, in experimental result analysis step, usability 

based on the color difference is analyzed using the quantitative and qualitative factors measured during the experiment. For 

usability analysis, task time are used as a quantitative factor and a user satisfaction score (likert 5 scale) are used as a qualitative 

factor. 

This paper is composed as follows. In section 2, we introduce related works. In section 3, we conduct an experiment based on 

color difference between UI and MR environment and analyze the experimental results. Finally, in section 5, we present 

conclusions and future works. 

 

RELATED WORKS 

I. Usability 

According to the international standard ISO 9241-11, usability is defined as the degree of effectiveness, efficiency, and 

satisfaction when a user performs a certain task in a specific environment [22] as the followings:  
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 Effectiveness refers to the extent to which the system contributed to the achievement of the user's purpose, and is evaluated 

based on the accuracy and completion of the user's task performance [22, 23].  

 Efficiency relates to the resources the user puts in to perform the task, and is evaluated as the efficiency of the resource input 

[22, 23].  

 Satisfaction relates to the satisfaction that users feel while using the system, and it is evaluated as the qualitative satisfaction 

felt while using the system [22, 23].  

Recently, studies have been conducted to evaluate MR applications by utilizing such usability [24-26]. Hoppenstedt, B. et al. [24] 

conducted a study to evaluate the usability of mixed reality for the accomplishment of visual analytic tasks. To evaluate, time, 

errors, path, angle, stress(Questionnaire), gender and age(Questionnaire), and etcetera were measured. El Ammari, K. et al. [25] 

conducted a study to evaluate the usability of remote interactive collaboration in facilities management using BIM-based mixed 

reality. To evaluate, errors, time, and the easiness level, gender and age(questionnaire), overall satisfaction level(questionnaire, 

using Likert scale) and etcetera were measured. Bolder, A. et al. [26] conducted a study to compare car infotainment system 

between MR environment and real car environment, and used usability as one of the comparison method. To use usability, time, 

readability(Questionnaire), visual quality(Questionnaire) and etcetera were measured. 

Most of studies showed that quantitative and qualitative factors were measured together for usability evaluation. In this study, 

among these factors, time was selected as a quantitative factor and user satisfaction was selected as a qualitative factor. 

II. UI color 

Conventional studies on UI color mainly focused on effect of color[19] or provision of personalized color in adaptive UI[20, 21]. 

Hawlitschek, F. et al. [19] conducted a study on the trust given by UI color based on NeuroIS theory, and confirmed that the 

perceived warmth was higher when users sensed red compared to blue. Yigitbas, E. et al.[20] focused on framework for providing 

adaptive UI, and proposed a CoBAUI framework that includes the action of changing font color according to brightness. Yigitbas, 

E. et al. [21] focused on adaptive UI in mobile environment, proposed an adaptive UI that includes the action of changing the UI 

color according to the brightness, and applied the proposed adaptive UI to the Android mail application.  

Characteristics of MR that used in various environment was not considered in above conventional studies In MR, the background 

which the UI is displayed are various depending on where the user uses the mixed reality application. Also, even if the location is 

fixed, the background can be changed significantly by a small movement of the user (e.g. rotation of the head). That is, a UI that 

has high usability under certain conditions can have low usability under other conditions. Therefore, it is required to conduct a 

study on UI color considering these characteristics of MR. 

 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

I. Environment 

We implemented an MR application for analyzing the usability based on color difference between MR environment and UI. The 

implemented application provided a function to interaction with virtual object based on hand gestures. Experimental environment 

using implemented application is shown in Figure 1. 

 

Figure 1. Experimental environment 

 

In Figure 1, blue cubes expressed the virtual object generation space set from the calculated length(gray dashed line in Figure 1), 

which is based on the measured arm length(red double line in Figure 1). To minimize the influence of body differences in each 

subject by providing personalized limitation space, virtual object generation space was implemented in same method as [27]. In 

order to prevent the subjects from adapting to the experiment, virtual objects were randomly generated at positions represented by 

blue cubes in Figure 1. That is, virtual objects can occur randomly in a total of 8 positions(left-top-front, left-top-back, left-
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bottom-front, left-bottom-back, right-top-front, right-top-back, right-bottom-front, right-bottom-back), Figure 1 is an example of 

virtual object is generated in the right-top-front position of cube. 

Since this is an experiment about UI colors, even a small difference in the surrounding environment can affect seriously on the 

experimental results. Therefore, we placed an artificial lighting in experimental environment, to maintain average illuminance(140 

lux). 

The MR environment in this study means the surrounding environment in real world in which the user uses the MR application, 

and it can be viewed as an image input through the camera of the MR device. That is, the color difference between the MR 

environment and the UI is defined as the color difference between the input image of camera in MR device and the color of the UI 

provided by the MR application. The purpose of this study is to analyze the usability based on the color difference, and for this 

purpose, two types of UI are used in the experiment as shown in Figure 2. A complementary color UI (Figure 2 (a)) is provided to 

test the case which the color difference is high between MR environment and UI, whereas a similar color UI (Figure 2 (b)) is 

provided to test the case which the one is low between MR environment and UI. 

 

Figure 2. UI types for experiment: (a) Complementary color U, (b) Similar color UI 

 

II. Methodology 

For the experiment, 8 subjects in their twenties [28] were recruited, and it was recommended that each subject take a rest before 

participating in the experiment. We informed the subjects sufficiently about the experiment procedure, and after the explanation, 

all subjects filled out the experimental consent form. 

In the experimental procedure demographic questionnaire, arm length of subject, task information, and user satisfaction were 

measured. Before the experiment, demographic questionnaire including age, gender, and etcetera was asked and arm length of 

subject was measured. Measured arm length was used to set the virtual object generation space as shown in Figure 1. After that, 

the subjects moved to the guided experimental space, and wore the Microsoft Hololens 2 [29] in a sitting position. 

In the experiment, tasks to select a target object generated in random position was given to each subject. 1 task was composed of 4 

times interactions(selecting) with virtual objects. Subjects were guided to perform the task 6 times per UI type, thus 1 subject was 

assigned a total of 24 times of interaction attempts per UI type. 

During the experiment, task information such as task start moment, interaction start moment and interaction completion moment 

were measured. Task information were measured to quantitatively evaluate usability based on color difference, and it was 

measured as shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

Figure 3. Task information of subjects 

The red circles in Figure 3 indicate the task start moment, interaction start moment and interaction completion moment, 

respectively. When the target object was generated, the task start moment was measured(first red circle in Figure 3). And, when 

the subject started manipulating the object, the interaction start moment was measured(second red circle in Figure 3). Finally, 

when the subject finished manipulating the object, the interaction completion moment was measured(third red circle in Figure 3), 

which is same as the task completion moment. 

Object searching time was calculated from the task start moment and the interaction start moment. And the Object manipulation 

time was calculated from the interaction start moment and the interaction completion moment. Finally, the total task time was 

calculated from the task start moment and the interaction completion moment. 
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Whenever subjects completed one task(after the measurement of interaction completion moment in Figure 3), they were asked to 

enter their user satisfaction with the task. User satisfaction was measured to qualitatively evaluate usability based on color 

difference, and it was measured on a Likert 5 scale from 1 to 5. 

All of the above research procedures were conducted according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki. In addition, we 

obtained approval by the Institutional Review Board of KOREATECH in advance for all of the above research procedures 

(approval on May 26, 2021).  

 

III. Results and discussion 

Task time 

In this study, task time was used as a quantitative factor to analyze the usability based on the color difference between the mixed 

reality environment and UI. Task time consists of total task time, object searching time, and object manipulation time, and the 

total task time is equal to the sum of the object search time and object manipulation time. 

The task time measured through the experiment is shown in Figure 4-Figure 6. 

 

Figure 4. Average object searching time for each subject 

 

Figure 5. Average object manipulation time for each subject 
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Figure 6. Average total task time for each subject 

In Figure 4-Figure 6, green area shows that the difference in task time based on UI color difference. In order to confirm whether 

the time difference like green area is significant, Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed, which is one of the non-parametric 

test. The result of the test is shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Results of Wilcoxon signed rank test: task time 

 
Object searching time 

CCUI1-SCUI2 

Object manipulation time 

CCUI1-SCUI2 

Total task time 

CCUI1-SCUI2 

Z -2.8293 -.2133 -2.0293 

Asymp. Sig.  

(2-tailed) 
.005 .831 .042 

1 Complementary Color UI 2 Similar Color UI 3 Based on positive ranks 

As shown in Table 1, the significance level of the object searching time and total task time were lower than 0.05(red boxes in 

Table 1). Based on this, it was confirmed that the object searching time was reduced when the complementary color UI was 

provided(1.4096 sec) compared to the similar color UI was provided(1.5458 sec). Also, it was confirmed that total task time was 

reduced when the complementary color UI was provided(1.5842 sec) compared to the similar color UI was provided(1.7283 sec). 

However, in the case of object manipulation time, this difference was not significant, and it is predicted that this is because the 

interaction in this experiment was a relatively simple interaction called selection. 

IV. User satisfaction 

In this study, user satisfaction was used as a qualitative factor to analyze the usability based on the color difference between the 

mixed reality environment and UI. The user satisfaction measured through the experiment is shown in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7. Average user satisfaction for each subject 
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As shown in Figure 7, it was confirmed that overall user satisfaction was higher when complementary color UI was provided. In 

order to confirm whether the time difference is significant, Wilcoxon signed rank test was performed, which is one of the non-

parametric test. The result of the test is shown in Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Results of Wilcoxon signed rank test: user satisfaction 

 
User satisfaction 

CCUI1-SCUI2 

Z -2.2033 

Asymp. Sig.  

(2-tailed) 
.028 

1 Complementary Color UI 2 Similar Color UI 3 Based on negative ranks 

As shown in Table 2, the significance level of the user satisfaction was lower than 0.05(red box in Table 2). Based on this, it was 

confirmed that the user satisfaction was increased when the complementary color UI was provided(4.089) compared to the similar 

color UI was provided(3.644). 

 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

In this paper, we analyzed usability based on color difference between UI and MR environment. For the analysis, we implemented 

an application providing complementary color UI and similar color UI, and conducted an experiment using the application to 

measure the factors to analyze the usability of each UI type. For the experiment, the subject wore Hololens2[29] and performed 

interaction with virtual object. During the experiment, task start moment, interaction start moment and the interaction completion 

moment, and user satisfaction(likert 5 scale) were measured, and through these values, usability based on UI color was compared. 

As a result of the experiment, object searching time and total task time, which are quantitative factor, were reduced by 8.81% and 

8.33%, respectively, when complementary color UI was provided(1.4096 sec, 1.5842 sec) compared to when similar color UI was 

provided(1.5458 sec, 1.7283 sec). In addition, user satisfaction, which is qualitative factor, was increased by 12.21%, when 

complementary color UI was provided(4.089) compared to when similar color UI was provided(3.644). From the results, it was 

confirmed that providing a UI close to the complementary color of the surrounding environment in a MR environment can have a 

positive effect on usability.  
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